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ABSTRACT

E-discovery projects typically start with an assessment of the collected electronic data in order to estimate the risk to prosecute or defend a legal case. This is not a review task but is appropriately called early case assessment, which is better known as exploratory search in the information retrieval community. This paper first describes text mining methodologies that can be used for enhancing exploratory search. Based on these ideas we present a semantic search dashboard that includes entities that are relevant to investigators such as who knew who, what, where and when. We describe how this dashboard can be powered by results from our ongoing research in the “Semantic Search for E-Discovery” project on topic detection and clustering, semantic enrichment of user profiles, email recipient recommendation, expert finding and identification extraction from digital forensic evidence.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval, H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: H.5.2 User Interfaces
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1. INTRODUCTION

Early case assessment (ECA) is a term that is often used in E-discovery and that refers to disclosure of electronically stored information. According to Wikipedia,† ECA refers to estimating risk (cost of time and money) to prosecute or defend a legal case. According to [16], ECA is also useful in
digital investigations by law enforcement investigations and regulatory bodies.

We argue that ECA is a type of exploratory search [17]. Exploratory search is a form of information retrieval where users start without a clear information need. They do not know beforehand what they are looking for, nor where to find it. In E-discovery this means not only investigators are looking for a needle in the haystack but also that they do not know what the needle looks like.

When looking for technology to support exploratory search, a technology assisted review (TAR) method like predictive coding does not work. At the start of ECA the investigator does not know what exactly to look for and there are no examples that can drive the predictive coding. As an alternative we propose to combine text mining with exploratory search. Text mining provides additional structure to unstructured data that enables interactive filtering by users.

This idea has led to the “Semantic Search for E-Discovery” project on which we have reported earlier at DESI IV [26] and V [10], after an initial paper exploring social network analysis for E-discovery at DESI III [12]. Since DESI V, three Ph.D. students at the Informatics Institute of the University of Amsterdam have been researching text mining approaches that are relevant to semantic search in E-discovery. They are designing new approaches to solve parts of the semantic search problem.

The results of the separate research projects have already been published elsewhere. This paper is intended as a follow up to our previous DESI papers to explain and discuss with the DESI workshop community how the results will be combined in one approach for semantic search in E-discovery.

We first discuss exploratory search and then outline a technical solution that we call the semantic search dashboard. This dashboard supports typical user interaction patterns that enable one or more users to explore an unknown dataset for relevant topics, persons and time frames. We then identify existing approaches from text mining and information retrieval and identify the challenges that need to be solved to realize a usable system.

2. EXPLORATORY SEARCH

Investigators in a corporate E-discovery investigation are typically overwhelmed with thousands if not hundreds of thousands of emails that need to be investigated. Often, for these users the E-discovery task does not start as a review task but as an early case assessment task which is a form of exploratory search [17]. Investigators explore the available
information trying to construct a time line that describes who knew what and when, which persons are collaborating, that identifies locations etc. This objective is specifically addressed in time-aware exploratory search and associations of entities over time. These research topics will be discussed in more detail below.

2.1 Exploring word meaning through time

The scope of investigations in E-discovery can span several years. Investigations like Enron, Lehman brothers and Madoff go back from 5 to 10 to sometimes even 30 years. Time is a very important aspect in these investigations and early case assessment is frustrated by the overwhelming amount of information.

The meaning of a word can be inferred from observing its usage, i.e., its distribution in text, and changes to its usage. By visualizing word clouds in an exploratory interface that includes the temporal aspect of the documents users can get a quick insight through summarization [21].

For instance, the context of the word "earnings" may change over time depending on what topics are being discussed in relation to the earnings of a company or organization. In the course of various months or years, earnings are likely to depend on different projects. Some may even be associated with losses etc.

Once interesting words have been identified in the context of relevant concepts, the presence of these words can be used to discover document clusters in the data set that can assists users to more effectively browse through the available data.

2.2 Exploring entity associations over time

Discovering entities in documents and emails can be helpful in exploring an unknown data set. In computer forensics, digital evidence is examined from which person names, email addresses, phone numbers, chat skype id’s etc can be extracted automatically from the metadata.

This information can be used to increase the quality of entity extraction when applied to unstructured information in documents and email message texts. Co-occurrence patterns at the document and sentence level can reveal relationships between entities and when they were in existence.

In [22], an exploratory search interface is further extended to retrieve entities that are relevant to a search query and to discover associations between these entities over time. In a historical perspective it is important to anchor political figures in time and to construct a narrative around a certain entity or to investigate the cause and effect of a phenomenon.

Semantic search aims at returning this information directly to a user instead of a list of documents. For instance, in addition to representing the number of responsive documents as a function of time, a histogram representing related entities may be presented that visualises when an entity is associated with responsive documents.

Associations between entities can be computed at the document and sentence level. The authors hypothesize that co-occurrence at the document level results in a more topical association whereas co-occurrence at the sentence level indicates a more relational or functional association. A visual exploratory approach is followed to support users in discovering entities and associations with a temporal filter.

2.3 Exploring who was involved and when

In E-discovery we do not only want to find out which entities (or persons) are associated but we would also like to know who is associated with a particular discussion topic. Discussion topics are typically introduced by a person at a certain moment. Topics may slightly change over time or disappear.

ThemeStreams [7] is a demonstrator focusing on the Dutch political landscape by analyzing political discussions on Twitter. It keeps track of discussions and who is involved in these discussions. One of the aims is to find out who started discussing a particular topic. Who put the topic on the map etc. Four groups are differentiated: persons who have an important position (the politicians), persons who lobby for important issues, the journalists and finally all other people taking part in political discussions (other influencers).

3. THE SEMANTIC SEARCH DASHBOARD

Inspired by the work on semantic exploratory search just outlined, we envision a solution to semantic search for E-discovery that enables investigators to quickly scan a large volume of textual documents such as emails, attachments, meeting minutes etc. for topics, who is involved in these topics and when these topics were discussed. A topic would typically be represented to the user as a word cloud that summarizes keywords that are typical for the topic. The solution should offer an interactive interface that enables investigators to explore a case. The interface should be visualizing discussion topics over time and who is involved. Users should be able to drill down on particular time slots, topics and persons. Topics are presented as word clouds. The role of a person is automatically identified by the system (just reading, initiating, answering etc.). Fig. 1 introduces the semantic search dashboard. The dashboard has 8 interactive elements that can be used by the investigator to explore the electronic evidence in a case:

1. Full-text search
2. List of topics
3. Time line
4. Languages
5. List of persons
6. Topic(s) summary
7. Social network analysis
8. Locations

Typical exploratory interaction patterns for investigators could be as follows

(a) User runs a full-text search to find related topics
(b) Set time to the relevant start and end period of the investigation scope
(c) Select a language of interest
(d) Remove topics from the view that are not interesting
(e) Remove non-relevant words from the topic summary
(f) Remove persons that are not relevant
(g) Merge persons that appear to be the same person
In an exploratory search approach users combine different interaction patterns by repeatedly eliminating information, which reduces the number of documents while increasing the fraction of relevant documents. This interaction pattern resembles the Scatter/Gather pattern that was introduced in the early 90’s as a cluster-based approach to browsing large document collections [5].

4. EXISTING COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS AND THEIR CHALLENGES

Commercial E-discovery solutions have evolved from full-text search engines to rich user interfaces with support for faceted filtering, document clustering, find similar documents, concept extraction, email thread detection etc. Some tools have integrated named entity extraction and have added filters to the interface that enable users to interactively filter search results.

Named entity extraction still suffers from a relatively high ratio of false positives where meaningless phrases are identified as names. In reality these approaches are highly language dependent and only work when pre-coded dictionaries of names and places are added to the system.

The most advanced solutions try to implement fact finding or even story telling where relations between named entities are automatically extracted. This requires manual coding of fact finding-pattern rules such as company-hires-person. Some tools can produce a topic heat map but they need to be tuned manually and heat maps are not produced in real-time and therefore difficult to use in an interactive filtering method.

The application of social network analysis, location-based visualization and filtering exists primarily in specialized tools for analysis of call detail records and mobile phone data. With the current advances in social media and the increasing use of smartphones, we expect that these types of filtering will become part of E-discovery investigations as they are already part of law enforcement investigations.

Concluding, we can say that partial implementations of the proposed semantic search dashboard exist but that integrated and scalable solutions are missing. Advanced text mining applications still suffer from poor precision, in particular when dealing with inconsistent (meta)data that is so typical for informal communication data that is often at the heart of E-Discovery data collections.

The outcome of these tools requires manual clean-up, which may be feasible for enterprise search in formal knowledge bases but which is not feasible for large scale E-discovery investigations. This problem is further worsened by the “rolling” nature of data collections in E-Discovery projects that requires an incremental or continuous learning process which is something we intend to address in our research.

5. WORK IN PROGRESS

A number of techniques that are required for the semantic search dashboard presented in Section 3 are readily available from the exploratory search interfaces presented in [7, 21, 22]. They allow users to explore documents over time, searching for topics and finding associated entities.

For early case assessment in E-discovery tasks we want to extend the exploratory search with additional facets and
increase the precision of topic detection and entity relation extraction by leveraging meta data that is present in forensic computer evidence.

Since Desi V we have conducted a number of separate research projects in the “Semantic Search for E-Discovery” project that are relevant to the semantic search dashboard.

5.1 Topic detection and clustering

Emails, microblogs and other social text streams may contain multiple topics [1, 15, 19], which can be presented as word clouds. Topic detection and clustering over those textual documents is meaningful to explore who is involved in these topics and when these topics were discussed. Work on detecting topics in social text streams can be used but needs to be adapted. In recent years, topic models have proved effective in topic detection and clustering [3, 4, 13, 25]. Among existing approaches to topic models, Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3] has become an attractive method to classify topics [24]. Topics can be automatically summarized and presented to the user in a visual manner that helps users to quickly identify the relevant topics. The system should support (1) elimination of irrelevant topics (like email footers, standard emails) and (2) identification of anomalous topics, i.e., topics that are not standard. Another challenge is to determine when a new topics starts, how it changes over time and finally when it ends. Topics in text streams may not be stationary. By employing a dynamic extension of the LDA model to track dynamic topics, a recent time-aware topic drift and concept drift problems, which have so far been neglected by most previous topic detection and tracking approaches. Using a dataset of tweets related to a major public transportation system in a European country, Fig. 2 shows the propagation process of an example topic. The upper part of Fig. 2 shows the 5 most representative terms for the topic during 5 time periods. The bottom half of the figure plots fluctuating topical distributions over time, which indicates concept drift between two adjacent periods.

5.2 Semantic enrichment of user profiles

In [9] yourHistory is presented, a Facebook application that aims to generate a tailor-made, personalized timeline of historic events. The application is driven by matching semantically enriched Facebook profiles to historic events from DBpedia. Semantically enriched profiles are constructed by linking textual content extracted from Facebook profiles (e.g., biographic information, likes, posts) to entities and concepts in an open knowledge base (DBpedia). The underlying approach of using entity linking to semantically enrich user profiles is a form of document expansion; by including the (linked) entity descriptions from the knowledge base to the Facebook profiles, additional textual information can be leveraged for retrieval. In particular in scenarios where documents (e.g., emails) and queries (e.g., topics) are short, adding textual content to documents or queries can be beneficial, as has been shown in, e.g., web search scenarios [6]. Furthermore, the rich link-structure of knowledge bases can provide additional signals for contextualizing and summarizing information, e.g., by showing how concepts in a single document are related. This latter approach of summarizing textual content through visualizing a network of knowledge base concepts has been explored in an interactive demo in [20].

5.3 Email recipient recommendation

In [11] we study email recipient recommendation on enterprise email, where the task is to predict the recipient(s) of an email, given its sender, email content, and all previously seen emails in the network. More specifically, we study and compare the predictive power of communication graph signals (i.e., social network signals), and email content signals.

The communication graph signals consist of different methods of estimating email users’ importance in the network, and different ways of estimating the prior probability of two users communicating. To model email content, we turn to statistical language modeling [28]. More specifically, we compare different ways to represent the content of users’ communication, by computing different language models with different sets of emails. We take, e.g., all of a user’s outgoing emails, their incoming emails, or all emails that have been sent between two users. These different ways to represent email content, and users’ language profiles, has further potential applications in, e.g., identifying anomalous communication. For example, given an email dataset it may be of interest to investigators to retrieve: (1) emails sent between two users that differ significantly from the “average” emails in the dataset, or (2) emails from a single user that differ significantly from the “average” emails of the user, or (3) emails from a single user that differ significantly from the emails in the dataset.

Finally, a model that successfully predicts recipients of emails may be employed to identify unexpected communication patterns, e.g., by computing the model’s confidence of observed emails, and flagging all the emails that receive low confidence scores.

5.4 Who is involved and when

The work described in section 2.3 looked at different user groups. It provides a visualisation that shows the activity resp. involvement of each group in a particular discussion topic over time. Characteristics of involvement can be extracted, such as which group started the discussion. We focus on persons instead of groups. Besides who and when, we are interested in how a person is involved in a topic, e.g., we can look at a persons centrality and how it changes over time, or his spread and degree of involvement. Our recent work focusses on the latter. The task of retrieving persons with a high degree of topic involvement strongly relates to the task of expert finding and retrieval [2]. Users and topics are profiled for generating candidate matches. As annotated corpora relevant to the E-Discovery domain are hard to come by, we use a corpus from a domain. Stack
Overflow, a Community Question Answering (CQA) site, provides a rich datasource for user topic involvement.

Using this data, we study the importance of combining a large number of textual, behavioral and time-aware signals for detecting early expertise [27]. We define expertise by the number of a user’s best answers rather than time, catering for different user activity behaviors. Our semi-supervised approach leverages textual, behavioral and temporal feature sets. Combining behavioral and temporal features with textual features significantly boosted effectiveness. Our system can accurately predict whether a user will become an expert from a user’s first best answer; projected over time, our system makes correct predictions as far ahead as 70 months before a user becomes an expert. In future work, we plan to extend our features to capture more aspects of early expertise, e.g., answer quality, diversity, novelty, and also track how a user’s expertise evolves from one topic to another over time, which can yield a strong predictor of early expertise. Although this specific task, data and features might not directly fit to the E-Discovery domain, we expect the lessons learned to be of value for modelling user topic involvement, especially the incorporation of the temporal aspect.

5.5 Extracting identities from digital forensic evidence

Extracting named entities using natural language processing typically suffers from low precision. Most solutions improve quality by using dictionaries of known names. For instance, entity linking in microblogs can be improved by leveraging open source knowledge in Wikipedia, WordNet, DBpedia or other open sources. Unfortunately, in E-discovery open source information does not suffice and dictionaries change for every investigation.

Entity extraction from known metadata in digital forensic evidence (i.e., user accounts, user names in Office documents, names in mobile phone or email address books, addresses in emails etc.) provides a good basis to build a dictionary of entities in a case that can be used for entity extraction [14]. Investigators can be tasked with merging aliases and with the identification of key persons in the investigation (e.g., suspects, witnesses). It then becomes a relatively easy task to discover these entities in unstructured content in the same case and suggest other entities to the user that seem to be related.

6. FUTURE WORK

Future work in the “Semantic Search for E-Discovery” project will focus on the validation of the presented semantic search techniques for exploratory search in an E-discovery context. This requires, first of all, the development of an integrated prototype that can be shared with user groups in the project. To support the development of this prototype, the open source UFORIA framework [8] will be used that has been developed at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences to support indexing, interactive filtering and visualization of multi-faceted data.

In addition to testing semantic search techniques for early case assessment, we also intend to investigate the application of semantic search for enhancing predictive coding in E-discovery review tasks. We expect that the application of semantic search for early case assessment and feedback from users will provide us with useful insights. We intend to validate our approach by participating in the new Total Recall Track which is one of the eight tracks in the 2015 edition of TREC.

The Total Recall track resembles the TREC 2011 legal track in that the objective is to find as nearly as possible all relevant documents while examining as few as possible. However, the level of automation will be higher by providing a web interface that simulates a human reviewer. Alternatively, participants submit an encapsulated version of their system in a virtual machine which will be run by the TREC assessors on non-public data.
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